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is shown that these conditions hold, in particular, when t is ideal invariant.
Ž .Furthermore, conditions are provided for Ass M to be non-empty for every
t-torsionfree right R-module M / 0. Q 2000 Academic Press
Key Words: hereditary torsion theory, relative Krull dimension, prime radical,
relative nilpotence, t-torsionfree module, associated prime ideal.
1. INTRODUCTION
w xIt is well-known 4, 6 that, for any ring R having right Krull dimension,
Ž . w xthe prime radical N R is nilpotent. In 2 , Albu and Smith ask if the
Ž .relative version of this theorem is true. More precisely, let t s T, F be a
hereditary torsion theory on Mod-R such that the ring R has t-Krull
Ž .dimension, and let N s N R denote the t-closed prime radical, that is,t t
the intersection of the t-closed prime ideals. Is this ideal t-nilpotent; i.e., is
k Ž .N : t R for some integer k ) 0?t
We give an example to show that this need not be the case, even when
Ž .R is left and right noetherian. Thus, the question arises as to what
restrictions must be imposed on t in order to obtain a positive answer.
The main result of this paper, Theorem 4.5, presents necessary and
Žsufficient conditions that are satisfied for any ideal invariant as defined in
w x.3 torsion theory. If R is commutative, then any hereditary torsion theory
is ideal invariant. Also, for any ring R, the trivial torsion theory t s 0 is
ideal invariant; so our results generalize the classical theorem of Gordon
w xand Robson 4, Theorem 5.1 .
Ž .Intimately related to the t-nilpotence of N R is the problem whether,t
Ž .for a ring R with t-Krull dimension, the set Ass M of associated prime
ideals of every nonzero t-torsionfree right R-module M is non-empty.
While as yet unable to obtain this for t / 0 as a consequence of the
Ž .t-nilpotence of N R alone, we are able to provide a positive answer byt
Ž .assuming that N S is t-nilpotent for every factor ring S of R.t
2. DEFINITIONS AND NOTATIONS
All rings considered are associative with nonzero unit element 1, and all
modules are unitary. For a ring R, Mod-R denotes the category of right
Ž . Ž .R-modules. The notation X : Y X ; Y means that X is a proper
subset of Y. If X and Y are modules, then this is to be interpreted as X
Ž .being a proper submodule of Y. For other standard terminology and
w xnotation the reader is referred to 7 . Basic torsion-theoretic results can be
w xfound in 1, 8, 9 . By an ideal of R, we mean a two-sided ideal / R.
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Let M g Mod-R, and let X and Y be subsets of M and R, respectively.
Then
 4l Y s annihilator of Y in M s m g M ‹ mY s 0 ,Ž .M
 4r X s annihilator of X in R s r g R ‹ Xr s 0 .Ž .R
Subscripts are deleted if there is no danger of ambiguity. A prime ideal P
of R is associated with the right R-module M if there exists a submodule
Ž .0 / N : M such that P s r N9 for all submodules 0 / N9 : N. The set
Ž .of associated prime ideals of M is denoted by Ass M .
Ž .Throughout, t s T, F is a hereditary torsion theory on Mod-R, and
Ž .t M denotes the t-torsion submodule of a right R-module M. Note that
Ž . Ž .t R s t R is a two-sided ideal of R. The letter x is used for theR
torsion theory whose torsion class T is all of Mod-R. In what follows, we
often tacitly assume that t / x , since our results are either trivial or
vacuously true for the torsion theory x . We also use t s 0 to denote the
torsion theory whose only torsion module is the zero module.
Ž . Ž .A submodule N of M is t-dense in M if t MrN s MrN, i.e., if
Ž .MrN is t-torsion; it is t-closed if t MrN s 0, i.e., if MrN is t-torsionfree.
Ž . The t-closure of N in M is the submodule N s l C ‹ N : C :
Ž . 4M, t MrC s 0 . It is the smallest t-closed submodule of M that contains
N and also the largest submodule of M in which N is t-dense. The set
 4D : R ‹ D s R of t-dense right ideals is called the Gabriel filter associ-R
ated with the hereditary torsion theory t .
For the ideal I of R we shall denote by t the direct image of t inI
Ž . Ž .Mod- RrI ; that is, t is the hereditary torsion theory on Mod- RrII
Ž .whose torsion modules are those right RrI -modules which are t-torsion
as right R-modules. However, when there is no danger of confusion, we
shall simply denote this induced torsion theory by t as well.
A right ideal A of R is t-nilpotent if An g T or, equivalently, if
n Ž . 2A : t R for some positive integer n; it is t-idempotent if ArA isR
2t-torsion or, equivalently, if A s A .
We will also use the notation
Spec R s set of all prime ideals of RŽ .
Spec R s P g Spec R ‹ P is t-closed 4Ž . Ž .t
N s N R s prime radical of R s F P ‹ P g Spec R 4Ž . Ž .
N s N R s t-closed prime radical of R s F P ‹ P g Spec R . 4Ž . Ž .t t t
Ž .The t-Krull dimension K M of a right R-module M is the deviation oft
Ž .the poset of t-closed submodules of M. Thus, K M s y1 if M ist
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Ž . Ž .t-torsion, and K M s a for an ordinal a ) y1 if K M -u a and,t t
given any descending chain
M > C > C > ??? > C > C > ???1 2 i iq1
Ž . Ž .of t-closed submodules C of M, K C rC - a for all but finitelyi t i iq1
Ž .many i. Note that for t s 0; that is, t M s 0 for all M g Mod-R, K ist
the usual Krull dimension.
A t-torsionfree right R-module M / 0 is t-critical if it has t-Krull
Ž . Ž .dimension and K MrN - K M for any submodule 0 / N : M. At t
Ž .t-critical module M with K M s a is called a-t-critical.t
3. THE t-NILPOTENCE OF N IN RIGHTt
t-NOETHERIAN RINGS
Ž .Since Ass M / B for any right R-module M / 0 over a right noethe-
rian ring R, it is easy to prove that a finite product of prime ideals of R is
Ž . w xzero; so that the prime radical N s N R is nilpotent. As is well known 4 ,
although much more difficult to prove, this remains true when R is a ring
with right Krull dimension. A natural question, first raised by T. Albu and
w xP. F. Smith 2, Problem 4.3 , asks if this can be relativized to a hereditary
Ž .torsion theory t . Is N s N R a t-nilpotent ideal when R is a ring witht t
k Ž .right t-Krull dimension; that is, is N : t R for some positive integer k?t
Ž .Surprisingly, the answer is ‘‘no’’ in general, even if R is left and right
noetherian.
Example 3.1. Consider the noetherian ring
Z 0
R s .ž /Zr 2 Zr 2Ž . Ž .
Let t be the torsion theory whose associated Gabriel filter has the
idempotent ideal
Z 0
Q s ž /Zr 2 0Ž .
Žas a basis. The only t-dense prime ideal in fact, the only t-dense right
. Ž .ideal / R is Q, and R is t-torsionfree, since l Q s 0. The t-closedR R
primes are
p 0Ž .0 0
P s and M s ,pž /Zr 2 Zr 2Ž . Ž . ž /Zr 2 Zr 2Ž . Ž .
p a prime number.
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Now, N s P, which is obviously not a nilpotent ideal; in fact, it ist
idempotent. Note that P s A, where
0 0
A s ž /Zr 2 0Ž .
is a nilpotent ideal. It will be shown in Section 4 that the absence of these
Žobstructions namely, the existence of a t-idempotent ideal : N and thatt
.of a t-nilpotent ideal whose t-closure is not t-nilpotent is sufficient for
the t-nilpotence of N .t
We proceed to give a necessary and sufficient condition for N to bet
t-nilpotent in a right t-noetherian ring.
LEMMA 3.2. Suppose that P is maximal in the set of all t-closed ideals.
Then P is a prime ideal.
Proof. Let A and B be ideals such that P : A, P : B, and AB : P. If
Ž . Ž .A › P, then P : B : r ArP and r ArP is a t-closed ideal, as ArP is
t-torsionfree. By the maximality of P among the t-closed ideals, we must
Ž .have P s B s r ArP . Hence P is a prime ideal.
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let t / x be a hereditary torsion theory, and let R be a
Ž .right t-noetherian ring with N s N R . Then the following statements aret t
equi¤alent.
Ž . k Ž .1 N : t R for some integer k ) 0.t R
Ž .2 For each ideal A of R, there exists an integer k ) 0 such that
kAN : AN .t t
Ž .3 For each ideal A of R that is contained in N , there exists an integert
kk ) 0 such that AN : AN .t t
Ž . Ž . k Ž .Proof. 1 « 2 . If N : t R , thent R
kAN : At R : t R : XŽ . Ž .t R R
for all right ideals X of R.
Ž . Ž .2 « 3 . Trivial.
Ž . Ž . Ž .3 « 1 . Since t / x , t R ; R. Now, R is right t-noetherian; soR
R has maximal t-closed ideals. By the preceding lemma, these must be
prime and hence contain N ; so N ; R. Suppose that there exists at t
t-closed ideal I : N that does not contain N j for any j ) 0. Choose It t
maximal with respect to this property. Obviously, I ; N ; so N rI / 0, andt t
Ž .consequently Ass N rI / B. Chooset R
 4P g Ass N rI and set A s a g N ‹ aP : I .Ž .t tR
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Then AN : AP : I. By hypothesis, there exists an integer k ) 0 such thatt
k qAN : AN : I s I. Since I ; A : A : N , our choice of I implies N : At t t t
for some q ) 0. Hence N qqk : I, which is a contradiction. Thus, everyt
Ž . kt-closed ideal contains a power of N ; so, in particular, t R = N fort R t
some k ) 0.
4. RINGS WITH RIGHT t-KRULL DIMENSION
In this section we develop necessary and sufficient conditions for the
t-nilpotence of N under the hypothesis that R is a ring with t-Krullt
dimension. Since N : N , this will imply the t-nilpotence of N as well. Ift
Ž Ž .. Ž .N Rrt R s 0, then N R is trivially t-nilpotent, as the following resultR t
shows.
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let t be a hereditary torsion theory on Mod-R, and let
Ž .R be a t-torsionfree ring with right t-Krull dimension. If N R s 0, then
Ž .N R s 0.t
w xProof. According to 8, Proposition 7.3.9 , R is a semiprime right
w xGoldie ring; so by 7, Proposition 3.2.2 , R has finitely many minimal prime
ideals
n
P , P , . . . , P with P s 0.F1 2 n i
is1
Since
P s r P for i s 1, . . . , n ,Fi R jž /
j/i
nŽ .each P is t-closed, and hence N R : F P s 0.i t is1 i
LEMMA 4.2. Let t be a hereditary torsion theory on Mod-R, let R be
Ž .t-torsionfree with right t-Krull dimension, and assume that N s N R / 0.t t
Then N contains an ideal I / 0 with I 2 s 0.t
Ž .Proof. Since N s N R / 0 by the preceding result, there exists a
t-critical right ideal C : N. Note that C is a nil right ideal. Assume that
2 Ž Ž Ž . ..C / 0 and choose c g C with cC / 0. Since K Cr r c l C st
Ž . Ž . Ž .K cC s K C , it follows that r c l C s 0. This contradicts the factt t
2that the element c is nilpotent; so C s 0. Now take I s RC.
For the proof of our main result we also need the following technical
w xlemma. It is the relativization of 7, Lemma 6.2.16 and a special case of
w xthe lattice theoretic result 8, Lemma 3.2.8 .
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LEMMA 4.3. Let t be a hereditary torsion theory on Mod-R. Suppose that
the right R-module M has infinite chains of closed submodules
M s M > M > M > ??? and 0 s A ; A ; A ; ???0 1 2 0 1 2
such that M l A › M q A for each i G 0. Then M does not ha¤ei iq1 iq1 i
t-Krull dimension.
Ž .Now, the t-nilpotence of N s N R in a ring R with right t-Krullt t
dimension has two obvious consequences:
kŽ .w If A and B are ideals of R with B : N , then AB : AB fort
some integer k ) 0.
Ž . Ž .† l N / 0 for any t-torsionfree right R-module M / 0.M t
Ž . Ž .Note that on one hand, w is more restrictive than Condition 2 of
Ž .Proposition 3.3. On the other hand, Condition † is less restrictive than
Ž .assuming Ass M / B for all nonzero t-torsionfree right R-modules M,
which, in turn, is easily obtained as a consequence of the ascending chain
Ž .condition for t-closed ideals. As it turns out, the above Conditions w and
Ž .† are not only necessary for the t-nilpotence of N , they are alsot
Ž .sufficient. We begin by proving two consequences of w .
LEMMA 4.4. Suppose that the ring R with right t-Krull dimension satisfies
Ž .the condition w abo¤e. Then the following statements hold.
Ž . Ž .a For any ideal I : N the factor ring RrI also satisfies w for t .t I
Ž .b The t-closure of a t-nilpotent ideal is t-nilpotent.
Ž . Ž .Proof. a Let A* s ArI and B* s BrI : N RrI s N rI be ide-t tIkals of RrI. By hypothesis, AB : AB for some k ) 0. Thus,
k k kA B A B q I AB q IkA* B* s ? s ? sŽ . ž / ž /I I I I I
AB q I AB q I AB q I A B
: : s s ? s A*B*.ž / ž / ž /I I I I I
Ž .b First, note that BCs BC for any two right ideals B and C of R.
Ž .Now, let A be a t-nilpotent ideal with index of t-nilpotency n A s n. If
1 1Ž . Ž .A s A : t R , then A s A : t R s t R . Let n ) 1, and assumeŽ .R R R
that the assertion has been established for any t-nilpotent ideal of t-nilpo-
tency index - n. Since A is t-nilpotent, A : N , and since N is t-closed,t t
we also have that A : N . By hypothesis, there exists an integer k ) 0t
such that
k 2A ? A : AA s AA s A .
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m2 2 Žkq1.mŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Since n A - n A s n, A : t R for some m G 0; so AŽ . R
Ž .: t R .R
We are now in a position to state and prove our main result. Note that
Ž . Ž .the proof of the implication 2 « 3 is an adaptation of the argument
w xused by McConnell and Robson 7, Theorem 6.3.7 to establish the
nilpotence of the nilradical in a ring with right Krull dimension.
THEOREM 4.5. Let R be a ring with right t-Krull dimension, where t / x
denotes a hereditary torsion theory on Mod-R. The following statements are
equi¤alent.
Ž . Ž . Ž .1 w For any two ideals A and B of R with B : N s N R , theret t
kexists an integer k ) 0 such that AB : AB.
Ž . Ž .† l N / 0 for any nonzero t-torsionfree right R-module M.M t
Ž . Ž .2 a The t-closure of any t-nilpotent ideal of R is t-nilpotent.
Ž . Ž .b If C : N is a t-closed ideal of R, then N RrC s N rCt t t
does not contain a nonzero t -idempotent ideal of RrC.C
Ž . Ž .3 N s N R is t-nilpotent.t t
Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Proof. 1 « 2 . By Lemma 4.4, 2 a follows from w . For 2 b ,
Ž . Ž .observe that Conditions w and † are inherited by all factor rings RrC
of R with C : N , in particular, by all those where C is t-closed andt
C : N . Thus, we may assume that R is t-torsionfree, and we have to showt
that if I : N is a t-idempotent ideal, then I s 0. Suppose otherwise.t
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Then X s l I = l N / 0 by † . By w ,I I t
kXI : XI s 0 s t R s 0 for some integer k ) 0.Ž .R
2 k kSince IrI is t-torsion, IrI is t-torsion; so XI s XIrXI is t-torsion.
Ž . Ž .Hence XI : t R s 0; so X s X. Suppose that X ; I. By † ,R
YrX [ l I = l N / 0.Ž . Ž .Ir X Ir X t
2 2Now, YI : XI s 0, and since YIrYI is t-torsion, we get that YI s 0; so
l I s X s X ; Y : l I ,Ž . Ž .I I
2which is a contradiction. Thus, X s I. Consequently, I : II s XI s 0; so
I is t-torsion, and hence I s 0.
Ž . Ž . Ž .2 « 3 . Since t R is contained in every t-closed right ideal, weR
Ž .may assume that R is t-torsionfree. Since t / x , N s N R ; R byt t
Ž .Ž .2 b . If N s 0, there is nothing to prove; so we assume that N / 0. Byt r
Lemma 4.2, N contains a nonzero ideal of square 0. Using Zorn’s lemma,t
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we choose an ideal A that is maximal with respect to 0 / A : N andt
2 Ž .Ž .A s 0. By 2 a , A is nilpotent. Repeating the argument for RrA, and so
on, we obtain a chain of nilpotent ideals
0 s A s C ; A : C ; ??? ; A : C ; A : C ; ??? : N ,0 0 1 1 j j jq1 jq1 t
where A s A, C s A , and each ideal A is chosen maximal with1 j j jq1
respect to C ; A : N and A2 : C . Assume that the above chain isj jq1 t jq1 j
infinite, and set
‘
I s C : N R .Ž .D j t
js1
Ž .Ž .By hypothesis 2 b , I is not t-idempotent. Suppose for the moment that
n nq1I › I q C for all n , j g N.j
 4  4We proceed to select a subsequence B of C such thatn n
n nq1I l B › I q B for all n G 1.nq1 n
2Choose B s C s 0. Since I is not t-idempotent, C › I for some j ) 0.1 0 j
Choose j minimal with respect to this property and set B s C . Thus2 j
1 2 2 2I l B s I l C s C › I s I q 0 s I q B .2 j j 1
Now suppose that B ; B ; ??? ; B have been chosen such that1 2 n
ny1 nI l B › I q B .n ny1
n nq1Now, if I l C : I q B for all j, then it would follow thatj n
n n n n nq1I s I l I : I l C s I l C : I q B ,Ž .D Dj j n
n nq1which is impossible, as we assumed that I › I q C for all n, j.j
Therefore,
n nq1I l C › I q B for some j.j n
Pick j minimal, and let B s C . Note that B > B . Now Lemma 4.3nq1 j nq1 n
n 4  4can be applied to the chains I and B to obtain that I does not haven
t-Krull dimension, which contradicts the hypothesis that R is a ring with
right t-Krull dimension. Consequently,
n nq1I : I q C for some n , j;j
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Ž n . Ž nq1 . Ž n . Ž 2 n .hence I q C r I q C is t-torsion, and so is I q C r I q C ,j j j j
Ž nsince the t-torsion class is closed under extensions. So the ideal I q
.C rC of the t-torsionfree ring RrC is t-idempotent, andj j j
I n q C rC : N rC s N RrC .Ž .Ž .j j t j t j
n Ž .Ž .Therefore, I : C by 2 b . If n s 1, then I : C . Since A wasj j jq1
chosen maximal among the ideals X with X 2 : C , it follows fromj
2ny1 2 ny2 ny1 ny1 2I q A s I q I A q A I q AŽ .jq1 jq1 jq1 jq1
: I n q C s Cj j
that I ny1 : A : C when n G 2. Repeating this argument, we obtainjq1 jq1
I : C with k s j q n y 1. But then, I : C ; A : I, which is ak k kq1
contradiction.
 4Therefore, the chain C must be finite. Consequently, C s N forn n t
Ž .some n, and hence N s N R is nilpotent.t t
Ž . Ž . k Ž .3 « 1 . If N : t R for some integer k ) 0, then it follows fort R
any ideals A and B with B : N thatt
k kAB : AN : At R : t R : AB,Ž . Ž .t R R
Ž . Ž .since t R is contained in every t-closed right ideal; so w holds.R
Ž .For † , let M be a t-torsionfree right R-module, and observe that
Ž . k iMt R s 0; so MN s 0. If N is the largest power of N that annihi-R t t t
lates M, then
0 / MN iy1 : l N ,Ž .t M t
0where N s R.t
5. FULL N -NILPOTENCE AND ASSt
Ž .As a consequence of the nilpotence of N R in a ring R with right Krull
w x Ž .dimension, Gordon and Robson 4 showed that Ass M / B for any right
R-module M / 0. It is therefore natural to ask whether the relativization
Ž .holds: assuming that N R is t-nilpotent for a ring R with right t-Krullt
Ž .dimension, is Ass M / B for any t-torsionfree module M / 0? While as
yet unable to resolve this problem as stated, we can provide a positive
Ž . Žresult by assuming that N RrI is t-nilpotent more precisely, thatt
Ž . . Ž .N RrI is t -nilpotent for any ideal I of R. Note that if N R ist I tI
Ž .t-nilpotent, then N RrI is obviously also t-nilpotent for any idealt
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Ž .I : N s N R . However, whether this also holds when I › N is an opent t t
question. We suspect that in general the answer is ‘‘no.’’
DEFINITION. A ring R with t-Krull dimension is fully N -nilpotent ift
Ž .N RrI is nilpotent for every t-closed ideal I of R, or equivalently, ift
Ž .N RrI is t -nilpotent for every ideal I of R.t II
LEMMA 5.1. Let R be a ring with t-Krull dimension, where t / x denotes
a hereditary torsion theory on Mod-R. Then R is fully N -nilpotent if and onlyt
if e¤ery t-closed ideal I of R contains a product of finitely many t-closed prime
ideals, each of which contains I.
Ž .Proof. Let I be a t-closed ideal of R, and let MrI s N RrI . Sincet Iw xRrM is a semiprime right Goldie ring by 8, Proposition 7.3.9 ,
n
M s P with P g Spec R .Ž .F i i t
is1
If MrI is nilpotent, then I obviously contains a product of the P .i
Conversely, if I contains a product of length k of t-closed prime ideals
P = I, then M k : I, since M is the intersection of all t-closed primes thati
contain I.
PROPOSITION 5.2. Let R be a ring with t-Krull dimension, where t / x is
a hereditary torsion theory on Mod-R. If R is fully N -nilpotent, thent
Ž .Ass M / B for e¤ery t-torsionfree right R-module M / 0.
Proof. First, note that R satisfies the ascending chain condition for
Ž .t-closed prime ideals. For, if P ; Q are two such ideals, then K RrQ -t
Ž . w xK RrP , due to the fact 8, Proposition 7.3.9 that RrP is a prime rightt
Goldie ring; so QrP, being an essential right ideal of RrP, contains a
regular element of RrP. The claim now follows by a standard argument
Ž w x.see, for example, the proof of 8, Proposition 7.3.13 .
Ž .Now, let M / 0 be a t-torsionfree right R-module. Since Rrr M ¤
M Ž .M , the ideal r M is t-closed. Using the preceding lemma, we see that
r M = P P ??? P with r M : P g Spec R .Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 n i t
Let the above product be of minimal length; so we get that
0 / MP ??? P : M and P : r MP ??? P .Ž .1 ny1 n 1 ny1
Ž .Choose P maximal among t-closed prime ideals that contain r M and
Ž .annihilate a nonzero submodule K of M. We will prove that P g Ass M
Ž .by showing that P s r K 9 for any submodule 0 / K 9 : K. Since K 9 is
t-torsionfree, the above argument can be applied to K 9 instead of M to
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Ž .give a submodule 0 / K 0 : K 9 and a t-closed prime ideal Q = r K 9 with
K 0 Q s 0. Thus,
r K 0 = Q = r K 9 = r K = P .Ž . Ž . Ž .
Since P was chosen maximal among t-closed primes that annihilate a
Ž . Ž .nonzero submodule of M, it follows that Q s r K 9 s r K s P.
Remark. The converse of the above result does not hold. Example 3.1
Ž .shows that one can have Ass M / B for all nonzero t-torsionfree right
Ž .R-modules M, yet N R need not be t-nilpotent.t
6. IDEAL INVARIANT TORSION THEORIES
In this section, we investigate hereditary torsion theories t on Mod-R
with the property that M m I is t-torsion for every t-torsion right R-mod-R
ule M and every ideal I of R. Note that this condition, called the ideal
in¤ariance of t , is trivially satisfied for the torsion theory t s 0 and that it
also holds for any hereditary torsion theory t if R is commutative. We will
show below that the ideal invariance of t implies the full N -nilpotence oft
Ž .R, provided that K R exists.t R
DEFINITION. A hereditary torsion theory t on Mod-R is I-in¤ariant for
the ideal I if the right R-module IrDI is t-torsion for any t-dense right
ideal D. If t is I-invariant for every ideal I of R, then t is called ideal
in¤ariant.
w xIdeal invariance was introduced by Jategaonkar 5 under a different
name. He defined an ideal I to deflate t if HI : HI holds for all right
ideals H of R, and the following result shows that this condition is
equivalent to t being I-invariant. For our purposes, the most useful
Ž . wversion of this concept is d , which was previously only known 3, Proposi-
xtion 2.5 to be a consequence of ideal invariance.
LEMMA 6.1. Let t be a hereditary torsion theory on Mod-R and let I be an
ideal of R. Then the following statements are equi¤alent.
Ž .a t is I-in¤ariant.
Ž .b A I : AI for e¤ery right ideal A of R.
Ž .c AI : AI for e¤ery right ideal A of R.
Ž .d If KI s 0 for a t-dense submodule K of a t-torsionfree right
R-module M, then MI s 0.
Ž . Ž .Proof. a « b . Let x g A, y g I. Then xD : A and yD : I for1 2
t-dense right ideals D and D . Since t is I-invariant, for every d g D1 2 2 2
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there exists a t-dense right ideal D such that yd D : D I. Then3 2 3 1
xyd D : xD I : AI ;2 3 1
so xyd g AI for all d g D , and hence xyD : AI. Since AI is t-closed2 2 2 2
in R, xy g AI follows.
Ž . Ž .b « c . Trivial, since I : I.
Ž . Ž .c « d . Assume that KI s 0 for a t-dense submodule K : M. Since
MrK is t-torsion and M is t-torsionfree,
r m q K s R and r m s r m for all m g M .Ž . Ž . Ž .
Thus,
I s RI s r m q K I : r m q K I : r m q K r K : r m s r mŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
for all m g M; whence MI s 0.
Ž . Ž . Ž .d « a . Let D be a t-dense right ideal of R. Then D q DI r DI is
a t-dense submodule of the t-torsionfree module Rr DI. Since obviously
Ž .DI : DI, it follows from d that I s RI : DI. Thus, IrDI : DIrDI is
t-torsion, and hence t is I-invariant.
Ž .Ž . Ž .Note that the Condition 1 w of Theorem 4.5 is a weak form of c in
Ž .Ž .the previous lemma. Note also that Condition 2 a of Theorem 4.5 holds
when t is ideal invariant. For, let A be a t-nilpotent ideal of R, Ak :
Ž . Ž .t R for some positive integer k. By Lemma 6.1 b ,R
k kA : A : t R s t R ;Ž . Ž .R R
so A is t-nilpotent as well.
We proceed to show that the ideal invariance of t implies the t-nilpo-
Ž .tence of N R for any ring R with t-Krull dimension. By the above, wet
Ž .Ž .only have to verify Condition 2 b of Theorem 4.5. Now, if t is ideal
invariant, then obviously t is an ideal invariant torsion theory onC
Ž . Ž .Mod- RrC for any t-closed ideal C : N R ; so it will be sufficient tot
Ž .prove that if R is t-torsionfree, then N R does not contain a nonzerot
t-idempotent ideal.
LEMMA 6.2. Let t be an ideal in¤ariant hereditary torsion theory on
Ž .Mod-R, and let M be a 0-t-critical right R-module. Then r M is a t-closed
prime ideal.
Ž . M Ž . Ž .Proof. Since Rrr M ¤ M , r M is t-closed. Let AB : r M for
Ž . Ž .ideals A and B, and assume that A › r M . Since obviously MA B s 0
Ž .and since MA / 0 is t-dense in M, MB s 0 by Lemma 6.1 d .
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PROPOSITION 6.3. Let t be an ideal in¤ariant hereditary torsion theory on
Ž .Mod-R, and let R be a t-torsionfree ring with t-Krull dimension. Then N Rt
does not contain a t-idempotent ideal I / 0.
Ž .Proof. Let I be a t-idempotent ideal, I : N R . We proceed to showt
that I annihilates every t-torsionfree right R-module with t-Krull dimen-
sion, which will establish I s RI s 0. Assume that this is not the case.
Choose an ordinal a which is minimal with respect to the property that
Ž .there exists a t-torsionfree module M with K M s a and MI / 0.t
Ž .Assume, for the moment, that M is a-t-critical. Then K MrK - a fort
any t-closed submodule 0 / K : M; so MI : K by the minimality of a .
Thus, MI is the unique minimal nonzero t-closed submodule of M and
hence 0-t-critical. Since nonzero submodules of a-t-critical modules are
Ž .a-t-critical, it follows that a s 0. But then r M is a t-closed prime ideal
by Lemma 6.2; whence
r M = N R = I.Ž . Ž .t
This contradiction shows that M cannot be t-critical. In particular, any
t-critical submodule of M is annihilated by I. Since any nonzero t-
torsionfree module with t-Krull dimension contains a nonzero t-critical
w x Ž .submodule by 8, Proposition 3.2.4 , H [ l I / 0. It follows from LemmaM
Ž .6.1 d that H is t-closed. Since MI / 0 is assumed, H ; M.
Now, let LrH be a t-critical submodule of MrH. The preceding
Ž .paragraph gives 0 / LrH : l I . Consequently,Mr H
LI 2 s LI I : HI s 0.Ž .
Since I is t-idempotent, IrI 2 is t-torsion; so LI s LIrLI 2 is t-torsion,
Ž .which forces LI s 0 since M is t-torsionfree. Thus, H ; L : l I s H,M
which is the final contradiction.
THEOREM 6.4. Let t be an ideal in¤ariant hereditary torsion theory
on Mod-R, and let R be a ring with t-Krull dimension. Then R is fully N -t
nilpotent.
Proof. Recall that the ideal invariance of t is passed on to the induced
Ž . Ž .Ž .torsion theory t on Mod- RrI for any ideal I. Hypothesis 2 a ofI
Ž .Ž .Theorem 4.5 is therefore satisfied by any factor ring RrI of R. That 2 b
Ž .holds as well follows from Proposition 6.3. Thus, N RrI is t -nilpotentt II
by Theorem 4.5.
COROLLARY 6.5. Let t be an ideal in¤ariant hereditary torsion theory on
Ž .Mod-R, and let R be a ring with t-Krull dimension. Then Ass M / B for
any t-torsionfree right R-module M / 0.
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Proof. Apply Theorem 6.4 and Proposition 5.2.
From Corollary 6.5, we obtain at once the following result of T. Albu
w xand P. F. Smith 2, Lemma 1.4 that was proved by using quotient
categories.
COROLLARY 6.6. If R is a commutati¤e ring with t-Krull dimension, where
Ž .t is a hereditary torsion theory on Mod-R, then Ass M / B for any
t-torsionfree R-module M / 0.
We finish by presenting an example to show that full N -nilpotence of Rt
need not imply ideal invariance of t , not even when R is noetherian.
Ž .EXAMPLE 6.7. Let Z denote the ring of integers and let Z s Zr 2 .2
Define
Z 0 02
Z Z 0R s .2 0Z Z Z2 2 2
Then R is a noetherian ring, and
¡ ƒZ 0 02~ ¥Z dZ 0F s 0 / d g Z2 0¢ §Z Z Z2 2 2
is a Gabriel filter of right ideals that determines a torsion theory t for
Ž .Mod-R. It is easy to check that t R s 0. LetR
0 0 0
Z 0 0I s .2 0Z 0 02
2 2Observe that I s 0 s I and that
0 0 0
Z 0 0I s .2 0Z Z 02 2
Since
0 0 0
2 0 0 0I s , 0Z 0 02
we have 0 / I ? I › IIs 0 s 0; hence t is not ideal invariant.
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3Note that I s 0 and that I is the largest nilpotent ideal of R; so I is
Ž .the prime nil, Jacobson radical of R. The t-closed prime ideals of R are
0 0 0 Z 0 0 Z 0 02 2
Z Z 0 Z 0 0 Z Z 0P s , P s , P s .2 2 21 2 3 0  0  0Z Z Z Z Z Z Z Z 02 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
Ž .By intersecting the three t-closed prime ideals, we have N s N R s I;t t
so N is nilpotent. It is easy to show that, apart from the ideals P l P ,t i j
1 F i, j F 3, the only t-closed ideal of R that is not contained in N ist
0 0 0
0 0 0A s with N RrA s P l P rA.Ž . Ž .t 1 2 0Z Z Z2 2 2
Ž .2 Ž .Since P l P s A, N RrA is t-nilpotent. Therefore, R is fully N -1 2 t t
nilpotent.
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